varying gravitational constant G theories
First fully quantitative framework: Brans-Dicke scalar-tensor gravity (1961) The gravitational constant G is associated with an average gravitational potential (scalar field) φ surrounding a given particle: < φ >= GM/(c/H 0 ) ∝ 1/G = 1.35 × 10 28 g/cm. The scalar field gives the strength of gravity
With the action
it relates to low-energy-effective superstring theory for ω = −1 String coupling constant (running) g s = exp (φ/2) changes in time with φ -the dilaton and Φ = exp (−φ).
New tests of variability of the speed of light. -p. 5/38
Varying speed of light c (VSL) theories Attempts: Einstein (1907) , Dicke (1957) , J.-P. Petit (1988) (Einstein eqs remain same due to fine-tuned change of c and G), Moffat (1992) . 
and so the action is
AM model breaks Lorentz invariance (relativity principle and light principle) so that there is a preferred frame (cosmological or CMB) in which the field is minimally coupled to gravity. The Riemann tensor is computed in such a frame for a constant ψ = c 4 and no additional terms ∂ µ ψ appear in this frame (though they do in other frames). Einstein eqs remain the same except c now varies.
New tests of variability of the speed of light. -p. 6/38
Varying speed of light c (VSL) theories
Magueijo covariant (conformally) and locally invariant model (2000, 2001) :
with the action
with
Further assumption: α − β = 4. Interesting subcases: α = 4; β = 0 -Brans-Dicke with φ BD = e 4ψ /G and κ(ψ) = 16ω BD (φ BD ). α = 0; β = −4 -minimal VSL theory.
New tests of variability of the speed of light. -p. 7/38
Varying fine structure constant α theories Varying fine structure constant α (or charge e = e 0 ǫ(x µ ) theories (Webb et al. 1999 , Sandvik 2002 
with ψ = ln ǫ and f µν = ǫF µν . Can be related with the VSL theories due to the definition of the fine structure constant
Assume linear expansion e ψ = 1 − 8πGζ(ψ − ψ 0 ) = 1 − ∆α/α with the constraint on the local equivalence principle violence | ζ |≤ 10 . The relation to dark energy is(e.g. Vielzeuf and Martins 2012):
New tests of variability of the speed of light. -p. 8/38
Varying fine structure constant α theories
The field equations for Friedmann universes are (e.g. Barrow, Kimberly, Magueijo
where
stands for the density of radiation while
stands for the density of the scalar field ψ (standard with σ = +1 and phantom with σ = -1) and 
and the generalized conservation law is obtained from (16) and (17)
New tests of variability of the speed of light. -p. 10/38
introducing Λ to varying c models If one adds the Λ-term to the equations (16)- (17), and introduces the vacuum mass density
then one has to replace
which is solved by (for p = wρc
New tests of variability of the speed of light. -p. 11/38
Benefits of varying c models
Solves basic problems of standard cosmology: flatness and horizon. Flatness: inserting this into Friedmann (16) one getṡ
and the density term (with C) will dominate the curvature term at large scale factor if 2 ≥ 2n + 3(w + 1)
Horizon: For large scale factor the solution is a(t) = t
2/3(w+1)
and the proper distance to the horizon reads as
and the scale factor grows faster than d H under the same condition as in (23).
New tests of variability of the speed of light. -p. 12/38 varying c (and G) removing or changing singularities.
Varying constants can remove or change the nature of singularities (MPD, Marosek 2013) . varying c (and G) removing or changing singularities.
Some of these can be regularized (removed by variable constants):
In order to regularize an SFS or an FSF singularity by varying c(t), the light should slow and eventually stop propagating at a singularity. To regularize an SFS, FSF by varying gravitational constant G(t) -the strength of gravity has to become infinite at an initial (curvature) singularity. Effectively, a new singularity -of strong coupling for a physical field such as G ∝ 1/Φ appears. Such problems were already dealt with in superstring and brane cosmology where both the curvature singularity and a strong coupling singularity show up (choice of coupling, quantum corrections).
Problems of varying c models
Main problem: to obtain the field equations out of any action (cf. also quantum cosmology)?
Equations (16)- (18) have just been obtained in a special frame -the one in which c is a constant and does not lead to any extra boundary terms (apart from standard ones). Einstein equations were simply generalized:
while the action (4) varied in a standard way leads to different field equations
The application of Bianchi identity to (25) gives a conservation equation with dynamical ψ T
Problems of varying c quantum cosmology
If ψ was supposed to be a dynamical matter field, then one could get the evolution equation using the Lagrangian
but working only in a preferred frame and with ψ not coupled to √ −g. Treating ψ = c 4 as constant in a preferred frame also requires special treatment of the boundary terms in c-varying quantum cosmology. As mentioned, we vary the action in the special frame where c is constant which means that we drop c-induced boundary terms, but recover the time dependence of c again to proceed towards WdW equation (V 3 is a 3-volume)
Benefits of varying α cosmology
Since one does not brake Lorentz invariance in varying fine structure constant α theories, then there are no such problems in these models -the standard variational principle applies and the dynamical equation for the scalar field is given! According to the definition, any variability of c (e, ) is related to the variability of α:
The best constraints on ∆α are: Oklo natural nuclear reactor:
∆α/α = (0.15 ± 1.05) · 10 
which can be transformed onto the bound for the scalar field coupling ξ:
which translates for H 0 = (67.4 ± 1.4) km.s
Planck value) into the conservative (3σ) bound
New tests of variability of the speed of light. -p. 19/38
Redshift drift test of varying c models.
Redshift drift (Sandage 1962 , Loeb 1998 ) -the idea is to collect data from two light cones separated by 10-20 years to look for a change in redshift of a source as a function of time.
There is a relation between the times of emission of light by the source τ e and τ e + ∆τ e and times of their observation at τ o and τ o + ∆τ o :
which for small ∆τ e and ∆τ o reads as
New tests of variability of the speed of light. -p. 20/38
Redshift drift test.
The redshift drift is defined as (τ → t here)
which can be expanded in series and to first order in ∆t as
Using above relations we have
where ∆v is the velocity shift and H(t(z)) is given in a standard way.
Redshift drift in varying c theory.
In VSL theory the relation (34) generalizes into
which for small ∆t e and ∆t o transforms into
The definition of redshift in VSL theories remains the same as in standard Einstein relativity and reads as (Barrow, Magueijo 1999)
New tests of variability of the speed of light. -p. 22/38
Redshift drift -varying c
Using (39) we have
which after applying the ansatz c(t) = c 0 a
gives
In the limit n → 0 the formula (43) reduces to (37) for standard Friedmann universe. Bearing in mind definitions Ω's, and assuming K = 0 we have
and so (43) gives
which can further be rewritten to define new redshift functioñ
New tests of variability of the speed of light. -p. 24/38
Redshift drift test -varying c
The VSL redshift drift effect for 15 year period of observations. 
so that a detection by Euclid of 1% variation at 1σ-level will not be possible.
New tests of variability of the speed of light. -p. 35/38
Conclusions
Varying constants theories (and especially varying c and α) have their advantages as well as problems. The firmest seems to be varying G theories.
The advantages of varying c theories are: solution of the flatness and horizon problems; singularity problem.
Violation of Lorentz invariance in c-varying theories leads to a choice of a preferred frame and a drop of standard variational principle.
α-varying theories have better formulation -variability of α is related to variability of c.
New tests to check variability of c in future telescope/space missions have been proposed.
